
Index

adversarial proceedings, see inquisitorial
versus adversarial proceedings

African Charter on Human and Peoples’
Rights 57

AmericanConvention onHumanRights 57
amicus curiae 100

general international dispute
settlement, in 164–6

NGOs as 160, 163, 165–6, 169–70
benefiting the public interest

171–4
non-disputing party submissions in

investment treaty arbitration
169–70

private or public organizations,
beneficial to 170

public interest character of the dispute
171–4

nature of the broader interests 171–2
role/function of 173–4

applicable law 123–9
basic principles 123–9
choice of the parties and Article 42(1)

of the ICSID Convention 123–5
municipal law, relevance of 125–9
parties’ freedom to define 6, 102
public international law as applicable

law 125
human rights law as part of applicable

law 134–6
non-investment norms in investment

treaty arbitration, see human
rights obligations

overlap of applicable law 31
arbitral tribunals

arbitrators, see arbitrators in investment
treaty arbitration

international commercial arbitration, see
international commercial
arbitration

international investment tribunals, see
international investment
tribunals

jurisdiction 131–4
powers of arbitral tribunals and party

autonomy, see under party
autonomy

arbitrability principle, application of
152–3

arbitration, see international commercial
arbitration; investment treaty
arbitration

arbitrators in investment treaty arbitration
73–89

arbitrators in international commercial
arbitrations, and 73

decisions
general public interest in outcome of

procedure 151
impact of 10, 91–3, 110

independence and impartiality of
arbitrators 80–9

impartiality, meaning of 80–1
independence and impartiality

requirements 81–3
independence, meaning of 80
‘repeat arbitrators’ not regulated

86–8
legal reasoning of awards in investment

treaty arbitration 89–99
choice of counsel, impact of 110
extended level of reasoning required

91–3
obligation to render reasoned awards

89–90
precedents, see precedents and

jurisprudence constante
public decisions enhancing access to

tribunal reasoning 152
proceedings
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arbitrators in investment (cont.)
amicus curiae, see amicus curiae
arbitrators’ discretion in conduct of

100, 113
fact-finding 100, 110–11, 115–16
independent or proprio motu enquiries

115–19
inquisitorial versus adversarial

proceedings, see inquisitorial
versus adversarial proceedings

jura novit curia principle applying, see
jura novit curia principle

party autonomy and powers of
tribunal, see under party autonomy

questions of fact and document
production 113–15

transparency/public access, see
transparency and public access in
investment treaty arbitration

selection and qualifications 74–80
legal background of arbitrators 74–5,

89, 110
qualification requirements 77–80
selection and nationality of arbitrators

75–6
sources of powers 111–13
specific concerns of independence/

impartiality in investment treaty
arbitration 83–9

arbitrators and counsel, roles of 84–6
awards made public/use of precedents

and issue conflicts 84, 85–6, 88,
92, 98

bias challenges not possible at
enforcement stage 84

disputes concerning relatively similar
applicable laws 83–4

need to ensure legitimacy of arbitral
proceedings 84–5

repeat arbitrators 86–8
see also international investment tribunals
audi alteram partem principle 112
autonomy, see party autonomy

bilateral investment treaties (BITs) 25–7
amicus curiae 164, 169–70
applicable law, parties’ choice of 124,

134–5
Canadian Model FIPA 118, 160, 163
content and structure 25–6
contract and treaty levels disputes

26–7
dispute settlement provisions

contract claims and dispute settlement
provisions in investment treaties
42–9

fora differing in contract and BIT 31

documents, limitations on the
production of 117–18

exhaustion of local remedies
requirement, absence of 64–5

human rights not usually mentioned 129
jura novit curia principle in ICSID tribunal

practice 109–10
municipal law 128–9
non-disputing party submissions in

investment treaty arbitration
169–70

powers of arbitral tribunals 112–13
transparency 159–60

public access to hearings 163
umbrella clauses, see umbrella clauses
US Model BIT 128–9, 135, 159, 163, 164

commercial arbitration, see international
commercial arbitration

compensation 175–6, 180–2
calculated on financial loss to investor

65–6
expropriation, claims for 175
ILC Articles 181–2, 185
importance of 7, 151, 183
moral damages 181, 191
restitution, and 185

restitution not available 181–2
satisfaction where compensation/

restitution not available 182
widely used 181–2, 183

confidentiality
arbitrators’ obligation of 154
concept of 149
international commercial arbitration

148–9
arbitrability principle, application of

152–3
awards not usually made public 92
public interest exceptions 151–2

public access to hearings restricted 161
transparency versus confidentiality in

investment treaty arbitration
153–60

public access to information/
documents 153–60

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 155, 157–8
whether general principle of

confidentiality exists 155–6
consent, state, see under states
contracts/investment contracts
breaches of contract

international law, and 29, 30–1
treaty breach, amounting to 35–8

contract and treaty levels in investment
treaty claims 24–5

BITs, in 26–7
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contract and treaty levels in investment
treaty arbitration, distinguishing
31–49

differentiating contract claims from
treaty claims 32–5

jurisdiction over contract claims and
dispute settlement provisions in
investment treaties 42–9

umbrella clauses, see umbrella clauses
when a breach of contract amounts to

a treaty breach 35–8
dispute settlement/arbitration

provisions 7–8, 32
consent to arbitration 50–1
dispute settlement fora differing in

contract and BIT 31
dispute settlement forum 34–5

host state laws, affected by 7
investment contracts 29–31
‘internationalization’ of 30
umbrella clauses, see umbrella clauses

investment treaties providing basis for
contract claims 31–2

jurisdiction of domestic courts or
tribunals over contract claims
37–8

private law instruments, as 3, 30
protection mechanisms 3
state contracts 3, 8
umbrella clauses, see umbrella clauses

counsel
choice of counsel, impact of 110
role of 84–6

customary international law 17, 134–5
human rights 137

‘derivative rights’ theory 61–3
countering criticism of 63–7
compensation calculated on foreign

investor’s losses 65–6
exhaustion of domestic/local remedies

64–5
foreign investor’s decision whether to

exercise rights 65, 68
interstate counter-measures as

defence to international
responsibility 66

waiver of investor rights under
investment treaty arbitration 64,
67–9

diplomatic protection 12–13
derivative rights theory 61–2
discretionary right 20–1
exhaustion of local remedies, and 19–21,

22–3, 64–5
exhaustion required by rules on

diplomatic protection 20, 21

individuals having no right to 20–1
investment treaty arbitration

eliminating procedural
limitations 6, 22–3, 59, 64, 66–7

limited usefulness/ineffectiveness in
settling investment disputes 19,
20, 21

private claims of individuals settling
19–21

states espousing claims of its nationals/
acting in own right 20–1, 61–2

suspended under ICSID arbitrations 67–8
direct access of foreign investors in

investment treaty arbitration 6, 9
direct or derivative rights 55, 60–70
countering criticism of ‘derivative

rights’ theory 63–7
‘derivative rights’ and ‘direct rights’

theories 60–3
guarantee for investors of effective

international remedy 21
ICSID Convention, under 1, 21
importance of 17–18
justifications for direct access 21–2
legal character of 55–70
distinction between substantive and

procedural rights 56–9
substantive rights and the ability to

bring claims 55–6
majority of investment protection

treaties offering 3–4, 21
principle and rationale of 17–24
diplomatic protection and exhaustion

of local remedies, relation with
19–21

non-state entities in international
dispute settlement 18–19

state consent and direct access to
investment treaty arbitration
21–4

waiver of direct access to investment
treaty arbitration 55, 67–70

contested right 64, 67–9
‘derivative rights’ theory, and 64, 67–9

‘direct rights’ theory 60–1
dispute settlement provisions, see under

contracts/investment contracts;
international investment treaties

documents
burden of proving application of

privileges 118
Crown privilege/public interest

immunity 117–19
failure of party to produce documents

116–19
limitations on the production of

documents 117–19
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documents (cont.)
public access to documents in

investment treaty arbitration
153–60

questions of fact and document
production 113–15

domestic remedies, see exhaustion of
domestic/local remedies

Energy Charter Treaty (ECT) 25
applicable law 134–5
human rights not mentioned 129

European Convention on Human Rights
57–8

European Court of Human Rights 129
amici curiae, NGOs as 163–4

exhaustion of domestic/local remedies
diplomatic protection, and 19–21, 22–3,

64–5
investment treaty arbitration removing

requirement of 6, 22–3
limited usefulness/ineffectiveness in

settling investment disputes 19,
20

requirement of 19–20, 22–3
rules on diplomatic protection

requiring exhaustion 20, 21
experts, tribunal-appointed 119–21

fact-finding
international commercial arbitration, in

115–16
investment treaty arbitration, in 100,

110–11, 115–16
questions of fact and document

production 113–15
foreign investors and rights of individuals

compensation, see compensation
complex relations with host state 24
diplomatic protection

individuals having no right to 20–1
private claims of individuals settling

19–21
direct access, see direct access of foreign

investors in investment treaty
arbitration

direct and derivative rights 55, 60–3
exercising rights, foreign investor’s

decision as to 65, 68
exhaustion of local remedies 64–5
see also exhaustion of domestic/local

remedies
fear of bias of host state’s judiciary 19, 20
investment treaties creating rights for

individuals 45, 55, 58
non-state entities in international

dispute settlement, in 18–19, 27

private interests in international
investment relations 11

protection of foreign investors 5, 8, 9
direct access of foreign investors as

part of 19, 21–2, 131
remedies, see public international law

remedies in investment treaty
arbitration

reparation, see reparation
substantive rights

ability to bring claims, and 55–6
distinction between substantive and

procedural rights 56–9
human rights treaties 57–8

waiver of direct access to investment
treaty arbitration 55, 67–70

contested right 64, 67–9
‘derivative rights’ theory, and 64, 67–9

‘fork-in-the-road’ clauses 23–4, 68

human rights obligations 129–47
human rights and investment

obligations, conflicts between
136–47

human rights law as part of applicable
law 134–6

compromissory clauses, wording of
134–5

increase in human rights considerations
before tribunals 129–30

limited jurisdiction of international
investment tribunals 131–4

main investment treaties not
mentioning 129, 136

raised as a defence for responsibility
141–7

forms of defence 142
invoking human rights to justify

breaches of obligations 142–6
privatization of public services

141–2
tribunals reluctant to take up human

rights considerations 146–7
treaty interpretation and treaty conflicts

137–41
lex posterior derogat anteriori 139
lex specialis derogat generali 139–40
‘political decision’ principle 140–1
Vienna Convention on the Law of

Treaties 138–40

ICSID Convention and Arbitration Rules 7,
12–13, 37–8

amicus curiae 354
NGOs as 163, 169, 171, 173–4
public interest 173–4

annulment of awards 84
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applicable law
parties’ choice/Article 42(1) of the

ICSID Convention 123–5, 134–5
public international law as 125

arbitrators
discretion to regulate procedural

questions 113
general principles on powers of

113–14
independence and impartiality

requirements 81–3, 84
obligation of confidentiality 154
obligation to render a reasoned award

89–90
qualification requirements 77–80
‘repeat arbitrators’ not regulated 86–8
selection and nationality of 75–6
sources of power 112–13

awards habitually made public 84, 98,
153–5

diplomatic protection, suspension of
67–8

direct access to effective international
remedy 1, 21

enforcement of awards 53–4
bias challenges at enforcement stage

not possible 84
exhaustion of local remedies in principle

excluded 64, 67
experts, tribunal-appointed 119–21
independent or proprio motu enquiries in

investment treaty arbitration
115–19

failure of a party to appear 115–16
failure of a party to produce

documents 116–19
interstate disputes, no facilities for 21
investment treaty disputes generally

settled through 12–13, 50, 52–3
jura novit curia principle in ICSID tribunal

practice 103–6
need to invite parties to comment on

arguments not presented 108
public international law foundation of

investment treaty arbitration
109–10

whether tribunals obliged to exercise
the power 105–6

jurisdiction of investment tribunals 132–4
majority of investment tribunals treaty-

based 31–2
mandatory provisions 100–1
no substantive obligations of states

towards foreign investors 122
non-disputing party submissions in

investment treaty arbitration 166,
168–9

party autonomy 100–1
powers of arbitral tribunals 112–13
discretion to regulate procedural

questions 113
general principles on 113–14
questions of fact and document

production 113–15
precedential value of awards absent 95
procedural rules 49
public access to documents and

information in investment treaty
arbitration

awards 153–5
documents and information other

than awards 155–7
whether general principle of

confidentiality exists 155–6
public access to hearings 161–3
public interest immunity 118–19
sources of power of tribunals 112–13
supranational arbitration, as 52–3

individuals, see foreign investors and rights
of individuals

inquisitorial versus adversarial
proceedings 110–21

experts, tribunal-appointed 119–21
fact-finding by tribunals 110–11,

115–16
general principles on power of arbitral

tribunals 113–15
independent or proprio motu enquiries in

investment treaty arbitration
115–19

burden of proving application of
privileges 118

Crown privilege/public interest
immunity 117–19

failure of a party to appear 115–16
failure of a party to produce

documents 116–19
limitations on the production of

documents 117–19
sources of power of arbitral tribunals

111–13
Inter-American Court of Human Rights

amici curiae, NGOs as 163–4
International Bar Association (IBA)

Guidelines on Conflicts of Interest in
International Arbitration

‘orange list’ 87–8
Rules on the Taking of Evidence in

International Arbitration
111–12

documents, failure to produce
116, 117

documents, limitations on the
production of 117–18
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International Chamber of Commerce (ICC)
Arbitration Rules 52–3

experts, tribunal-appointed 119
independence and impartiality

requirements 82
obligation for tribunals to render

reasoned awards 90
qualification requirements of arbitrators

79
international commercial arbitration

arbitrators 73, 79–80
discretion 113
fact-finding, limited powers of 115–16

confidential and private manner,
proceedings conducted in 148–9

arbitrability principle, application of
152–3

awards not usually made public 92
public interest exceptions 151–2

enforcement of awards stage, bias
challenges at 84

equality of arms principle 99–100
inquisitorial versus adversarial

proceedings 111–12
international commercial arbitration

model, use of 8, 10, 12
investment treaty arbitration, and

49–54, 83–4, 93
common features 49
direct enforcement of awards 53–4
investment treaty arbitration as

supranational arbitration 52–3
subject matter of disputes 50–1
types of obligations at stake 51

jura novit curia principle 102–3, 106
legal circumstances of cases usually

having little likeness 83–4
party autonomy 53, 106, 110
‘party preference’ and ‘outcome

preference’ 81
powers of arbitral tribunals

discretion to regulate procedural
questions 113

general principles on 113–15
questions of fact and document

production 113–15
sources of power 111–12

state’s consent to 7–8, 50–1
International Court of Justice

amicus curiae 164
failure of a party to appear 115
jura novit curia principle applying

101–2
precedent, role of 94
questions of fact and document

production 114
statute 78

International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights 198

International Covenant on Economic,
Social and Cultural Rights 141–2

international dispute settlement
access of foreign investors to

international arbitration,
importance of 17–18

dispute settlement provisions, see under
contracts/investment contracts;
international investment treaties

non-state entities in 18–19
opposition between the public and

private functions of 10
international investment law
characterization of acts as

internationally wrongful 28
characterized by dual layer of obligations

between foreign investor/host
state 3, 8

domestic administrative and public law,
and 4–5

founded on fundamental principles 17
international investment treaties 25–7
arbitration, see investment treaty

arbitration
BITs, see bilateral investment treaties

(BITs)
contract claims

investment treaties providing basis for
31–2

jurisdiction over 42–9
direct claims, see direct access of foreign

investors in investment treaty
arbitration

dispute settlement provisions 32, 42–9
dispute settlement forum 34–5

ICSID
disputes generally settled through

ICSID arbitration 12–13, 50
majority of investment tribunals

under ICSID treaty-based 31–2
individuals’ rights, creating 45
objective of promoting foreign

investment 69–70
obligations contracted under as

interstate obligations 58, 61
enforcement through derivative rights

61, 63
protection mechanisms 3
public access to hearings 163
public international law obligations 3,

11, 31–2
reparations, provision for 178–9
state’s consent 32, 50–1
tribunals, see international investment

tribunals
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umbrella clauses, see umbrella clauses
when a breach of contract amounts to a

treaty breach 35–8
international investment tribunals

amicus curiae, see amicus curiae
applicable law, see applicable law
arbitrators, see arbitrators in investment

treaty arbitration
awards
enforcement of 53–4
publication of 84, 98, 153

BITs 26–7
consent
consent to arbitration as basis of

tribunals 7–8, 99
state’s consent to jurisdiction 32,

50–1
decisions, impact of 10, 91–3, 110
direct access to, see direct access of

foreign investors in investment
treaty arbitration

distinction between contract and treaty
claims 24–5

equality of arms principle 99–100
ICSID tribunals, see ICSID Convention

and Arbitration Rules
inquisitorial versus adversarial

proceedings, see inquisitorial
versus adversarial proceedings

jura novit curia principle applying, see jura
novit curia principle

jurisdiction 32, 37–8
contract claims and dispute settlement

provisions in investment treaties
42–9

legal reasoning of awards, see under
arbitrators in investment treaty
arbitration

mandate
assessing state breaches of public

international law obligations 8, 9,
29

contract claims and treaty claims 31,
32–5

matters falling outside mandate, no
competence in 32

public international law and
international commercial/private
law 3–4

ultra petita rule delineating 102,
185–6

non-ICSID tribunals 53
review of decisions by domestic courts

and tribunals 55
sources of power 112–13

party autonomy and powers of tribunal,
see under party autonomy

public access, see transparency and
public access in investment treaty
arbitration

questions of fact and document
production 113–15

remedies, see public international law
remedies in investment treaty
arbitration

review of acts of host state subject to
specific rules 11

sources of power 112–13
transparency, see transparency and

public access in investment treaty
arbitration

umbrella clauses, see umbrella clauses
International Law Commission (ILC)

Articles on the Responsibility of States
for Internationally Wrongful Acts
9, 105–6

attribution of conduct 28–9
characterization of acts as

intentionally wrongful 28,
126–8

compensation 181–2, 185, 191
contract breaches 29, 30–1
moral damages 181, 190–3, 200
obligations of states 28
principle of ‘full reparation’ 177–8
reparation, forms of 178–82, 188
satisfaction 181, 182

interstate arbitration/dispute settlement
interstate dispute clause 47
investment treaty arbitration as

alternative to investment treaty
arbitration, resembling 50, 153

investment contracts, see contracts/
investment contracts

investment treaties, see international
investment treaties

investment treaty arbitration
amicus curiae, see amicus curiae
applicable law, see applicable law
arbitrators, see arbitrators in investment

treaty arbitration
decentralized ad hoc legal system of

dispute resolution, as 97–8
direct access of foreign investors, see

direct access of foreign investors
in investment treaty arbitration

hybrid legal system, as 2–4, 24
contractual and public law obligations

towards foreign investors 3
procedure as combination of public

international/private law 3–4
independence/impartiality concerns, see

under arbitrators in investment
treaty arbitration
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investment treaty arbitration (cont.)
independent or proprio motu enquiries

115–19
inquisitorial versus adversarial

proceedings, see inquisitorial
versus adversarial proceedings

international commercial arbitration,
and 49–54, 83–4, 93

common features 49
direct enforcement of awards 53–4
investment treaty arbitration as

supranational arbitration 52–3
subject matter of disputes 50–1
types of obligations at stake 51

international investment tribunals, see
international investment
tribunals

interstate arbitration, resembling 6, 50,
153

investment contracts, see contracts/
investment contracts

investment treaties, see international
investment treaties

legal reasoning of awards, see under
arbitrators in investment treaty
arbitration

limited by compromissory clause giving
consent to tribunal jurisdiction
32, 131–2, 134–5

mixed dispute settlement, as 32, 131–2
no interconnection between investment

tribunals 98
non-investment considerations, see

human rights obligations
party autonomy, see party autonomy
public access, see transparency and

public access in investment treaty
arbitration

public interest, see public interest
public international law, as, see under

public international law
public international law, foundation of,

see public international law,
foundation of; investment treaty
arbitration

public international law dispute
settlement method, as 1–2, 9–10,
11–12, 19

contemporary investment arbitration as
part of public international law 4

public law analogies, and 4–7, 12
investment treaty arbitration

resembling interstate arbitration 6
public interest theory 7
similarities/differences between

investment and public law
disputes 5

remedies, see public international law
remedies in investment treaty
arbitration

substantive and procedural rights 58–9
transparency, see transparency and

public access in investment treaty
arbitration

investors, see foreign investors and rights of
individuals

jura novit curia principle 101–10
arbitrators and investment tribunals

subject to 100
ICSID tribunals, in practice of 103–6, 108

whether tribunals obliged to exercise
the power 105–6

nature of principle 101–2
limits of application of principle 105–6

need to invite parties to comment on
arguments not presented 108–9

non-ICSID arbitration, in practice of
106–7, 108

application of maxim contested 106
public international law foundation of

investment treaty arbitration, and
109–10

whether appropriate principle in
international arbitration 102–3

jurisprudence constante, see precedents and
jurisprudence constante

lex posterior derogat anteriori 139
lex specialis derogat generali 139–40, 178–9,

188
local remedies, see exhaustion of domestic/

local remedies
London Court of International Arbitration

(LCIA) 52–3
experts, tribunal-appointed 119
jura novit curia principle 102–3
obligation for tribunals to render

reasoned awards 90
powers of arbitral tribunals 112–13
questions of fact and document

production 114–15

mandates of international investment
tribunals, see under international
investment tribunals

moral damages in investment treaty
arbitration 175–6, 190–201

compensation as remedy for 181, 191
ILC Articles, in 190–3, 200
investment treaty arbitration, moral

damages in 193–201
amount of compensation awarded

198–9, 201
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exceptional circumstances 199–200
non-pecuniary remedies/satisfaction

200–1
state responsibility not fault-based

196–7
tribunal jurisdiction limited to

investors 197
tribunal jurisdiction may not allow for

compensation award 197–8
nature of moral damage 191
principle that moral damages capable of

being compensated 192–3
satisfaction as remedy for 181
tribunals’ capacity to award

compensation for moral damages
196

municipal law 125–9

New York Convention 53
NGOs as amici curiae, see under amicus curiae
non-disputing party access to investment

treaty arbitration 160–74
non-disputing party submissions in

investment treaty arbitration
163–74

amicus curiae in general international
dispute settlement 164–6

investment treaty arbitration, non-
disputing party submissions in
166–70

NGOs as amici curiae 160, 163, 165–6,
169–70

non-disputing party submissions and
the ‘public interest’ 170–4

privacy, as issue of 160
public access to hearings 161–3
increase in public hearings 161
investment treaties 163
restrictions on access protecting

confidentiality 161
non-state entities, see foreign investors and

rights of individuals
North American Free Trade Agreement

(NAFTA) 25, 46
amicus curiae 164, 167–8
public interest 171, 174

applicable law 134–5
documents, limitations on the

production of 117
human rights not mentioned 129
non-disputing party submissions in

investment treaty arbitration
167–8

‘Notes of Interpretation of Certain
Chapter Eleven Provisions’ (FTC)
159

powers of arbitral tribunals 112–13

precedential value of awards absent 95
public access to documents/information

in investment treaty arbitration
158–9

public access to hearings 161
qualification requirements of arbitrators

77–8

OSPAR Convention 134

party autonomy
agreement to arbitration 53
applying to investor–state disputes 5, 6
freedom of parties to define applicable

law 6, 102, 123
importance of 123
international commercial arbitration, in

53, 106, 110
investment treaty arbitration, in 8, 110
meaning 100
powers of tribunal, and 99
inquisitorial versus adversarial

proceedings, see inquisitorial
versus adversarial proceedings

jura novit curia principle, see jura novit
curia principle

party autonomy as cornerstone of
proceedings 99–100

pecuniary compensation, see
compensation

Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA)
12–13

precedents and jurisprudence constante
93–9

no binding precedent in investment
treaty arbitration 95, 152

precedent, operation of 94
specific characteristics of arbitration

precluding 96–9
reasons for 95–6

preferential trade and investment
agreements (PTIAs) 25

procedural rights and substantive rights,
distinction between 56–9

public access to investment treaty
arbitration, see transparency and
public access in investment treaty
arbitration

public interest
general public interest in outcome of

investment tribunal proceedings
151

non-disputing party submissions, and
170–4

public interest theory 7, 11
public reporting responsibilities/open

government 151–2
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see also transparency and public access in
investment treaty arbitration

public international law
applicable law, as 125
foundation of investment treaty

arbitration, see public
international law foundation of
investment treaty arbitration

investment treaty arbitration as public
international law 1–2, 4, 7–11, 12

consent to arbitration 7–8
international commercial arbitration

model, use of 8, 10, 12
object of 9
private law dimension 9–10
procedural implications of public

international law foundations
10–11

remedies, see public international law
remedies in investment treaty
arbitration

states, see under states
public international law foundation of

investment treaty arbitration
17–54

contract and treaty levels in investment
treaty arbitration, distinguishing
31–49

differentiating contract claims from
treaty claims 32–5

jurisdiction over contract claims and
dispute settlement provisions in
investment treaties 42–9

umbrella clauses, see umbrella clauses
when a breach of contract amounts to

a treaty breach 35–8
jura novit curia principle, and 109–10
principle and rationale of direct access of

foreign investors 17–24
diplomatic protection and exhaustion

of local remedies 19–21
non-state entities in international

dispute settlement 18–19
state consent and direct access to

investment treaty arbitration
21–4

public international law regime of
investment treaty arbitration
24–31

complex/sui generis relation between
foreign investor/host state 24

contract and treaty levels on
investment treaty claims 24–5

international investment treaties 25–7
investment contracts 29–31
state responsibility under public

international law 27–9, 30–1, 58

public international law remedies in
investment treaty arbitration
175–201

compensation in investment treaty
arbitration 177–83

contentious area 175
forms of reparation 179–83
principle of ‘full reparation’ 177–9

See also reparation
expropriation, claims for 175
moral damages, see moral damages in

investment treaty arbitration
non-pecuniary remedies in investment

treaty arbitration 183–90
practice of investment tribunals, non-

pecuniary remedies in 187–90
capacity and legal authority to

award 187–8
tribunals bound not to rule ultra

petita 185–6
restitution, see restitution
whether should be awarded in

investment treaty arbitration
183–7

remedies, see public international law
remedies in investment treaty
arbitration reparation

forms of reparation 179–83
pecuniary compensation, see

compensation
restitution, see restitution
satisfaction, see satisfaction

ILC Articles 177–8, 179–82
moral damages, see moral damages in

investment treaty arbitration
principle of ‘full reparation’ 177–9
violation of obligations, claims for 175–6
whether non-pecuniary remedies should

be awarded 183–7
‘repeat arbitrators’ 86–8
restitution 175–6, 179–80
compensation more effective 185
compensation where restitution not

available 181–2
inappropriate, circumstances where

184
juridical restitution 180
legally impossible, circumstances where

183
material restitution 180
primary method of reparation, as

179–80, 188–90
exploring possibility of restitution

186–7
satisfaction where restitution/

compensation not available 182
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sovereignty of states, infringing 184–5
whether needs to be agreed by the

parties 184

satisfaction 175–6, 182–3
‘irrelevant’ as reparation in investment

treaty arbitration 182
moral damage, reparation for 181, 200–1
nature of 182
where restitution or compensation not

available 182
states

diplomatic protection, see diplomatic
protection

domestic/local remedies, see exhaustion
of domestic/local remedies

dual layer of obligations between foreign
investor/host state 3, 8

foreign investors, protecting, see under
foreign investors

individuals, and
conflicts with individuals brought

before state’s domestic courts 19
‘derivative rights’, see ‘derivative

rights’ theory
fear of bias of host state’s judiciary 20

international investment treaties, see
international investment treaties

investment treaty arbitration, see
investment treaty arbitration

non-state entities in international
dispute settlement, and 18–19

obligations under public international
law 1–2, 3–4, 5, 8, 9

public interest, see public interest
responsibility under public international

law 27–9, 30–1, 58
capacities, sovereign and commercial

7–8, 9
contract breaches 29, 30–1
human rights obligations raised as a

defence for 141–7
ILC Articles, see under International

Law Commission
interstate countermeasures as defence

to 66
sovereign and commercial capacities,

acting in 7–8, 9, 36–7, 50–1, 110
umbrella clauses 41

sovereign immunity 19
sovereignty infringed by orders for

restitution 184–5
state consent
applicable law, and 124–5
binding precedent/jurisprudence

constante, and 97
conditional consent 23–4

direct access to investment treaty
arbitration, and 21–4

exhaustion of local remedies
requirement 67

express consent 22–3, 45
individuals’ rights, creating 45
international commercial arbitration,

to 7–8, 50–1
investment treaty arbitration, to 1–2,

5, 6, 7–8, 32, 50–1, 131
methods of giving consent 23
scope of jurisdiction, defining 32

Stockholm Chamber of Commerce (SCC)
52–3

jura novit curia principle 107
obligation for tribunals to render

reasoned awards 90
powers of arbitral tribunals 112–13
qualification requirements of arbitrators

79
substantive and procedural rights,

distinction between 56–9

transparency and public access in
investment treaty arbitration
148–74

confidential nature of international
commercial arbitration 148–9

confidentiality, concept of 149
non-disputing party access, see non-

disputing party access to
investment treaty arbitration

privacy, concept of 149
transparency versus confidentiality in

investment treaty arbitration
153–60

public access to information/
documents 153–60

why investment treaty arbitration
should be transparent and public
150–3

arbitrability principle, application of
152–3

general public interest in outcome of
procedure 151

importance of confidence in arbitral
process 152

public decisions enhancing access to
tribunal reasoning 152

public reporting responsibilities/open
government 151–2

secrecy undermining confidence in
investment climate 150–3

treaty interpretation and treaty conflicts
137–41

lex posterior derogat anteriori 139
lex specialis derogat generali 139–40
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treaty interpretation and treaty (cont.)
‘political decision’ principle 140–1
Vienna Convention on the Law of

Treaties 138–40
Tribunals, see Arbitral Tribunals

umbrella clauses 38–42
application limited to breaches by

exercise of sovereign authority
41

breach of contractual obligation as
breach of treaty obligation 38–40,
46–7

divergent and conflicting arbitral
decisions resulting 39

investment treaties providing basis for
contract claims 31–2

state and claimant as parties to
investment contract 40–1

substantive overlap in terms of
substantive law resulting 31

UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules 12–13,
52–3

amicus curiae 163, 164–5, 166–8,
169–70

applicable law, parties’ choice of 124
arbitrators

power to determine procedure 112
qualification requirements 79

awards not usually made public 98
experts, tribunal appointed 119
independence and impartiality

requirements 82
independent or proprio motu

enquiries in investment
treaty arbitration

failure of a party to appear 115

failure of a party to produce
documents 116–17

jura novit curia principle 106–7
non-disputing party submissions in

investment treaty arbitration
166–8, 169–70

Notes on Organizing Arbitral
Proceedings 116–17

obligation for tribunals to render
reasoned awards 89

waiver by parties 90
powers of arbitral tribunals 112–13

questions of fact and document
production 114

public access to hearings 162
transparency in investment treaty

arbitration 149
new rules on transparency 158, 164–5,

169–70
no general rule of transparency/non-

confidentiality 155, 157–8
public access to documents and

information
United Nations Charter 137–8

Vienna Convention on Consular Relations
56–7, 64–5

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
138–40

waiver of direct access to investment treaty
arbitration 55, 67–70

contested right 64, 67–9
‘derivative rights’ theory, and 64, 67–9

WTO Dispute Settlement Understanding
97, 135–6

NGOs as amici curiae 165–6
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